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1. Motivation
Usually, a VM accesses emulated I/O devices, such as UART, by sending I/O reqeusts to U-mode. This is
implemented by reading or writing the MMIO region in the VM. Then, a page fault is raised so that the VM
exits. Hypervisor in HS-mode obtains exception information, such as guest physical address, data and
data length, by reading related CSRs, such as stval. Since emulated I/O devices are implemented in the
U-mode, the hypervisor further transfers I/O requests to a userspace process. Emulated I/O devices are
thus triggered to perform the read/write operation. From above, performance of emulated I/O devices
suffer great loss due to the costly context switches between VS-mode and HS-mode, and between
HS-mode and U-mode.

We propose an innovative mechanism that can delegate exceptions triggered in a guest to U-mode. The
software flow for VMs to access emulated I/O devices is thus shortened. This eliminates overehead
caused by costly context switches. As a result, performance of emulated I/O devices are improved
according to our evaluations.

2. Solution

2.1 Overview
In order to handle, in U-mode, the page fault that occurs when a guest accesses the MMIO region of an
emulated virtual I/O device, the following modifications are necessary on the hardware:

1. Add two exception types for MMIO page fault.

2. Two hypervisor CSRs are added and augmented to delegate traps generated when V=1 to U-mode.

3. The user-level CSRs and URET instructions are augmented and modified to support the processing
of traps from V=1.

This proposal extends N-Extension and applies it to H-Extension. Therefore, the proposal requires that
both H-Extension and N-Extension are supported.

2.2 MMIO Page Fault
Currently, the same trap cause code is used for the page fault generated when the RAM is accessed and
the page fault generated when the MMIO region is accessed. The following two exception types are added
to distinguish them:

Interrupt Exception Code Description

0 24 Load guest MMIO page fault

0 25 Store/AMO guest MMIO page fault

When load and store instructions are used to access the MMIO region in guest, load guest MMIO
pagefault exception and store/AMO guest MMIO pagefault exception are raised in G-stage address
translation, respectively.

A new field, called MMIO, in PTE is added at bit[9]. During G-stage address translation, MMU checks the
MMIO field of the leaf PTE:
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1. If MMIO is set, the PTE points to a MMIO region. If the instruction is load, load guest MMIO page fault
exception is raised. If the instruction is store/AMO, store/AMO Guest MMIO page fault exception is
raised.

2. If MMIO is zero, the PTE points to a RAM memory address. MMU continues to execute the G-stage
address translation.

Notes:

In non-leaf PTE, the default value of MMIO field is 0. If MMIO is 1, ignore it.

2.3 Hypervisor CSRs

2.3.1 Hypervisor Exception Delegation Register (hedeleg)
Meanwhile, bits 24 and 25 (corresponding to the MMIO page fault) of hedeleg must be hardwired to zero.

2.3.2 Hypervisor User-level Exception Delegation Register (huedeleg)
For systems with both H-extension and N-extension, a new hypervisor CSR, huedeleg, is added. The
register huedeleg is HSXLEN-bit read/write register. The huedeleg CSR allows exceptions triggered in
VS-mode or VU-mode, which would be delegated to HS-mode, to be delegated to U-mode. The layout of
huedeleg is the same as hedeleg.

By default, an exception triggered in VS-mode or VU-mode are handled in M-mode. M-mode can use the
medeleg CSR to delegate some exceptions to HS-mode, and HS-mode can allow these exceptions to be
further delegated to VS-mode by using the hedeleg CSR. If these exceptions are not defined in hedeleg,
they can be delegated to U-mode using the huedeleg CSR.

Only bits 24 and 25 (corresponding to the MMIO page fault) shall be writable, and others shall be
hardwired to zero.

Notes:

Maybe in the future, other exceptions can be delegated to U-mode by setting the huedeleg CSR.
Besides, if a bit is set in hedeleg and the corresponding bit also is set in huedeleg, this is left to be
discussed in the future.

In addition, the hypervisor user-level interrupt delegation register (huideleg) can be also added to
delegate the VS-level interrupts to U-mode. But now, we have not found scenarios to add huideleg.

2.3.3 Hypervisor Status Register (hstatus)
This proposal augments the CSR hstatus. When V=1 and a trap is taken into U-mode by setting huedeleg,
the bit SPVP is set to the privilege level when the trap is raised. The behavior is the same as the existing
behavior when V=1 and a trap is taken into HS-mode.

Notes:

When a trap from VS-mode or VU-mode is taken to U-mode, the instructions HLV, HLVX, and HSV
can look to hstatus.SPVP for the effective privilege of their memory accesses.

2.4 User-level CSRs
If a user-level exception occurs when a VM is running (i.e., the CPU is in VS-mode/VU-mode), the
exception will be taken into the U-mode. User CSRs defined by N-extension are used to store exception
information. To support the processing of traps from V=1, the following user-level CSR is extended.

2.4.1 User Status Register (ustatus)
This proposal adds 2 fields to ustatus, such as UPV and UPP. The modified ustatus register is defined as
follows.



bit[UXLEN-1:9] bit[8] bit[7] bit[6:5] bit[4] bit[3:1] bit[0]

WPRI UPP UPV WPRI UPIE WPRI UIE

The UPP (User Previous Privilege) bit is written by the implementation whenever a trap is taken to
U-mode. The UPP bit is set to the privilege level at the time of the trap. The UPV (User Previous
Virtualization) bit is set to the virtualization mode V at the time of the trap.

Notes:

The user interrupt-enable bit UIE disables user-level interrupts when clear. The value of UIE is copied
into UPIE when a user-level trap is taken, and the value of UIE is set to zero to provide atomicity for
the user-level trap handler.

2.5 URET
The URET instruction is augmented to return from a trap taken from VU-mode/VS-mode into U-mode. Its
behavior depends on the virtualization mode and privilege level when traps occur.

When the URET instruction is executed, URET determines the new operating mode to return to according
to values of ustatus.UPP and ustatus.UPV. Then, URET sets ustatus.UPP=0, ustatus.UPV=0,
ustatus.UIE=ustatus.UPIE, and ustatus.UPIE=1. Finally, URET sets the virtualization and privilege modes
as previously determined, and sets pc=uepc.

3. Software
In KVM virtualization architecture, we implement the software taking advantage of above solution. The
details are as follows:

In KVM, an interface is provided for QEMU to set the MMIO filed in PTE. QEMU can set the MMIO field for
the specific MMIO region using the interface.

A userspace trap handler is added in QEMU to handle the trap from VU-mode/VS-mode. The trap handler
is also used to switch context between Guest and QEMU. Each vCPU thread creates a userspace
execution environment to run the trap handler. The CSRs utvec and uscratch are set during vCPU
initialization.

If another trap that needs to be processed in HS-mode is raised when the userspace trap handler is
executing, the trap handler of KVM is required to jump to the trap handler of the kernel. This is because the
CSR stvec is set to the trap handler of KVM.

4. Evaluations
The solution proposed in this proposal is implemented based on QEMU simulator and KVM. The page
fault generated when a VM accesses the MMIO region can be directly processed in QEMU bypassing
KVM.

To evaluate the impact of this solution on the performance of virtual I/O devices, the UART device is
selected for testing. The UART tests count the time of display four files to the terminal. The output files
contain 1000, 10000, 50000, 100000 lines of "hello,world" respectively. Each single experiment repeats 10
times. This proposal achieves nearly 2x faster synchronous I/O processing speed over UART in the
orginal system.

Performance evaluation using UART (Seconds)

Object 1000 10000 50000 100000

UART 7.76 66.53 344.57 721.88

This Solution 2.26 28.06 117.67 240.32



5. Future
This solution not only can be applied to virtual I/O processing scenarios, but also provides a mechanism to
enable the hypervisor to run in user mode. For example, in the microkernel architecture, this solution can
place most KVM module functions in user mode, so that the user mode can directly handle an exception or
an interrupt triggered by virtualization privileges.
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